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Abstract 

An Agreement between the Utility GKN and the Fuel Supplier BNFL has 
eliminated any Utility imposed penalty clauses for fuel failure due 
to operational conditions and, consequently, there are no restrictions 
imposed by the Fuel Supplier on the reactor operational manoeuvres. 

The result is that the Utility can now decide if the risk of fuel clad 
failure during a reactor power ramp outweighs the financial loss due to 
slower ramp rates. It is the Utility and not the Fuel Supplier who is in 
the best position to make this judgment provided adequate operational 
experience and computer codes are available to quantify the risk. 

The paper discusses the reactor operational experience, including the 
fuel failure rate and the confirmation of PCI failure by post irrad-
iation examination. It establishes the practicality of the Agreement 
for the Dodewaard reactor and suggests such arrangements could be 
beneficial to other Utilities. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the present climate of rising prices it is worth examining the cost 
effectiveness of the warranty clauses, usually written into fuel supply 
agreements, to see if alternative arrangements could reduce the cost of 
generating electricity from nuclear power plants. A recent article by 
Roberts in the EPßl Journal suggests that ia the USA alone the loss of 
plant output because of restrictions designed to reduce PCI events leads 
to replacement power costs of over $100 million a year at the present 
time. In general the Utilities, worried by the possibility of massive 

fuel failures, have written penalty clauses into their fuel supply agree-
ments to provide compensation from the fuel vendor in such an event. The 
fuel vendor regards failures as likely if the reactor is operated as 
required by the Utility so he places restrictions on the mode of operation. 
The nett result of this system is that the fuel price is increased 
slightly and the Utility is forced to provide replacement power to com-
pensate for the loss of generation due to operating under restricting 
conditions, particularly during power raising. 

TBE DODEWAARD FUEL SUPPLY AGREEMENT (AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD) 

For the Dodewaard fuel supply agreement a different approach was adopted 
and it is the experience of operating this alternative type of agreement 
tkat is discussed in this paper. 

The Dodewaard fuel supply agreement between the Utility, GKN, and the fuel 
vendor, BNFL, contains no penalty clauses for fuel failures due to opera-
tional conditions and consequently there are no vendor imposed restrictions 
on the operational' manoeuvring of the reactor. Of course the normal good 
workmanship guarantees still apply under which the Utility would be compen-
sated for any failures due to manufacturing defects. 

The result of such an agreement is that the Utility can now decide if the 
risk of failure due to a particular operational manoeuvre outweighs the 
financial loss due to restricting the rate of that manoeuvre, and it is the 
Utility not the Fuel supplier who is in the best position to make this judg-
ment. It is necessary for the Utility to evaluate the performance of the 
core components and evolve methods of operating the reactor based on 
preferred control blade patterns, core loading, fuel design and other rele-
vant variables. 

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH DODEWAARD 

Since the early cycles of operation of the Dodewaard reactor no restrictions 
have been placed on the rate of change of reactor power and changes in the 
pattern of control blades have been carried out unrestricted by other than 
the need to obtain reasonable flux distributions during the cycle. At the 
end of cycle k three assemblies were confirmed as leakers by the newly instal-
led wet sipping equipment. These assemblies had occupied symmetrical pos-
itions in the core, as shown in fig 1, thus suggesting local rating as the 
cause of failure as manufacturing defccts would be expected to fail in a 
random pattern. The leaking assemblies were not reloaded and at the start 
of cycle 5 the off-gas activity decreased considerably indicating no further 
defects in core. Examination of the reactor operational records suggested 
that control blade changes involving the insertion of D4 and the withdrawal 
of E3/C3/C5/E5 at the end of cycle 3» could have been the cause of the 
failures. However, as it is well known that in the case of small cracks it 
is often difficult to establish the exact time of failure from off-gas or 
water activity this operation cannot definitely be established as the prime 
cause. It should be emphasised that prior damage due to internal hydriding 
Or dcnsification had been ruled out as these problems have never been experi-
enced in Dodewaard and no fuel has ever failed during its first cycle. Fig 2 
shows the local rating history for nodes 3 and 10 of rod Fl in the failed 
assemblies and shows clearly the effect of control blade withdrawal, which is 
as normal; from the bottom of the core. 



From cycle 5 (1973) gadolinia doped fuel was also used to control re-activity 
and from that time onwards the necessity to change control rod patterns dimi-
nished and therefore fewer power shocks occurred in the fuel. At this time 
also the pellet L/D ratio was reduced to 1. Up to' the pressnt time the gado-
linia doped rods have also behaved well. Even the fuel in a core cell 
containing a rctracting control blade(comprising 3 assemblies in their 2nd 
cycle and one in its 5th cycle )did not fail. 

Bringing the reactor up to power has never been governed by the fuel behaviour. 
In many cases full power was reached from hot standby in one hour. Plant 
requirements have, however, always limited the rate of power rise at start up 
to a maximum of, 

0.55t per minute from 0 to 20$ power due to reactivity 
per minute from 20 to 40$ power - and 

2$ per minute from 40 to 100$ power. 

It should also be noted that as Dodevaard is a natural circulation BWR it is 
not possible to increase power gradually at high power levels by adjustment of 
recirculation flow. 

The total number of leaking assemblies identified since start-up in 1968 is as 
follows: 

End of Cycle No of Leakers 

4 3 
5 5 
6 2 
7 2 
8 2 
9 2 

The total number of fuel assemblies in the core is 156. 

Confirmation of failures and their cause 

Two of the three assemblies discharged as leakers at the end of cycle 4 were 
subjected to PIE in the CEGB laboratories at Berkeley, England. w Both 
assemblies were irradiated under very similar conditions of 24.4 w/g to an aver-
age assembly burn-up of 14,870 MWD/TeU. Thirty-six fuel rods from these 
assemblies were examined to locate the primary failure sites and identify the 
failure mechanisms. 

Non-dcstructivc inspection identified seven of the rods as failures, three 
from assembly Bill and four from assembly B136. Several of the failed rods 
together with some unfailcd rods were subjected to detailed' metallographic 
examination which identified the primary failure in three of the failed rods, 
together with a similar, though non-penetrating, crack in the unfailed rod 
which had experienced the greatest power increase. The characteristics of the 
failure sites were identical to those known to have been caused by power ramps 

so it was concluded that power ramping of the fuel due to a reactor opera-
tional manoeuvre had indeed caused the failures. 
Benefits of Unrestricted Reactor Operation 
Making the assumption that the fuel failures experienced by the Dodewaard 
reactor are due to operational manoeuvres we can use this experience in a 
simple calculation to illustrate the benefit of unrestricted operation. The 
values used in the following example are assumed for the purpose of illus-
tration only and are not actual values relating to the Dodewaard reactor. 
First, assuming a reactor power export of 60 MW(e), an incomc from electri-
city generation of 1.5 cents per Kw hour, replacement power costs of 4.0 
cents per Kw hour and fixed operating and depreciation charges of 0.75 ccnts 
Kw hour on the nuclear plant, we can construct fig 3 showing the cost of 
lost generation due to operational restrictions. Secondly, we can construct 
fig 4 showing the cost of providing additional fuel assemblies to replace the 
failures. Here we have made the following general assumptions to simplify 
this illustration: 

a. Ore costs j$35/lb 
b. Conversion 06.5/Kg 
c. Enrichment costs #120 per SWU (2.8$ enrichment standard fuel 

2.0$ required to replace failures) 
d. Fabrication $200/Kg (60 Kg U per assembly) 
e. Disposal jS6oo/Kg 
f. Fissile material credit - Pu - nil, U - 'new* price - jil0/Kg 
g. Only failures occurring during second cycle affect costs 

Finally by combining figures 3 and 4 we construct fig 5 which shows the break-
even relationship between loss of generation capacity due to operating with 
restrictions and the number of failures experienced when operating without 
restrictions. The average capacity loss in BkB's due to operating restrictions 
has been stated (2) as 2-8$ (average 3-5$). In our simple illustration above, 
the reactor would have to experience 8 failures per year in order to suffer 
the same financial penalty as a 3«5$ loss in generation capacity. The second 
line on figure 5 shows the break-even relationship for a 600 MW(e) BWR with 
lower replacement power costs and no reprocessing. A 3*9$ loss for this 
plant is equivalent to over 20 failed assemblies per year. 

SUMMARY 

A fuel supply agreement in which there are no penalty clauses for fuel failure 
due to operational manoeuvres of the reactor system, and consequently no 
restrictions on the operation of the reactor has been in operation for the 
Dodewaard reactor for some years. During this time operation of the reactor 
has never been limited by the fuel. It has nearly always returned to power 
at 2$ per minute over the range 40 to 100$ power and when slower rates than 
this were used it was due to plant limitations. No fuel assembly has failed 
during its first cycle in the reactor and the reactor has never had to be 
shut down prematurely to discharge failed fuel. Changes in fuel design and 
operational procedures have reduced the number of fuel failures during the 
last 4 cycles to a maximum of 2 assemblies per year. 



Applying simple cost figures to the above experience indicates a financial 
benefit to the Utility from operating the reactor in the manner described 
without restrictions imposed by the fuel. 

The application of such a supply agreement to other reactors could result in 
considerable financial savings, but it is necessary for each Utility to eval-
uate its individual situation and formulate the control and operational 
procedures necessary to minimise the risk of failure without limiting the 
rate of power manoeuvring. 
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ABSTRACT 

The theme of this paper is that for development of 
PCI-resistent fuel acceptable from the commercial 
and licensing aspects, extensive and time-consuming 
work is needed both in a test reactor and in power 
reactors. 

The test reactor is necessary for ramp testing to 
power levels not allowed in power reactors and with 
the aim of generating fuel failures. It is also used 
for other special irradiation experiments. The access 
to power reactors is necessary to generate information 
on performance in a real LWR core and to incubate at a 
reasonable cost the large amount of rods required for 
test reactor ramping. 

Selected results from the ASEA-AÏOM work are used to 
support these conclusions. 

PCI IDENTIFICATION 

for ASEA-ATOM the work 
in the PCI area started about 10 years ago. The first 
set of ramp experiments performed took place in the 
R2 reactor in e»r.ly. 1971. The aim was to reproduce 
the PCI-failures and to study the mechanism and its 
impact on LHR fuel (1). 

Since these early experiments covered a range of rod 
designs and pre-irradiation conditions, it was suspected 
that PCI was a generic phenomenon affecting all types 
of Zircaloy-clad UO_ fuel and that the failure propen-
sity in principle was increasing with burn-up and power 
rating. 


